
Twenty-three years ago, I coined the phrase
"exploratory testing." I didn't invent the practice
but, as far as I can tell, I was the first public
advocate of it. The idea was disparaged widely,
sometimes thoughtfully. Many of the discus-
sions have been and still are whether it is a
good / bad idea in principle, rather than how to
do it more effectively and how to assess the
quality of the work done. Twenty-three years
l a t e r, some of the same old attacks on the idea
are still widely repeated. Why? What legitimate
problems and concerns are they addressing?
To what extent has our progress as explorers
addressed those concerns? What problems
have we actually solved and what should we be
telling test groups about how to develop eff e c-
tive exploratory skills and practices in their
work? Several well known explorers are at this
conference. This talk opens a discussion that I
hope to see as a theme throughout the meeting.
It's time to publicly take stock, to identify areas
of agreement and areas of controversy, areas of
progress and areas of ongoing concern.

Our profession is maturing - or at least it's get-
ting older - and some have suggested that it's
time that we, as a community, establish a
process of certifying the quality of testers.
Some people have acted on this conviction,
either by establishing a certification program or
by getting certified themselves. I think the pro-
grams that currently exist are poorly founded,
financially motivated, and are actually an
embarrassment to our vocation. In this talk I
will lay out the issues as I see them, and also
talk about what a good certification program
will look like when someday our craft actually
is mature enough to do certification right.

The first annual Conference of the Association for
Software Testing (CAST) will be 3 days of inter-
active learning and discussion on the theme of
“Influencing the Practice”, in The Crowne Plaza at
historic Union Station, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

What distinguishes this conference, is that A L L
ideas are open to challenge, debate, and dis-
cussion. The conference will allow a high level
of interaction among presenters and atten-
dees, and flexibility will be built into the sched-
ule so that the energy for a particular topic can
modify the course of conference events.

At 15 minutes before the end of each talk,
Q & A will begin and active attendee participa-
tion will be invited.  If a lively discussion needs
more time, the topic can be adjourned to
another space to keep the conversation going.

Being a small conference, the chances to confer
are great. Please take full advantage of this
unique, exciting opportunity and join us at CAST.

http://www.associationforsoftwaretesting.com/conference/index.html


Short courses can provide valuable overviews,
but it is hard to structure their time to develop
skills or shared insights. There is too much infor-
mation at once and too little time for discussion,
practice, and private reflection. For the last five
years, I've been developing software testing
courseware that workgroups can download for
free, adapt, and work through at their own pace.
You can see much of my progress at
h t t p : / / t e s t i n g e d u c a t i o n . o r g / B B S T. This year, I've
started using a free course management program
(Moodle) that makes the structuring of the course
easier and provides support for student interac-
tion out of the classroom. This tutorial will intro-
duce you to Moodle, to the instructional style, to
my collection of course materials and other useful
free content on the web, and some lessons that
I've learned (and references that I use) as I con-
tinue to develop skills (not all there yet) in creating
and managing learning activities.

Participants MUST bring their own laptop and it must
be able to make a wireless network connection.

No budget for classes? Not enough time to get an
advanced degree while earning a living? I'm work-
ing on a book about self-education. It's about how
to learn anything you want when you are on your
own. In this tutorial I will talk about self-education
specifically for testers. You are probably already a
self-educated tester, but how systematic is your
education? How thorough is it? In addition to talk-
ing about self-education in general, I will lay out
some of topics of suggested study, and illustrate
how my eclectic education has been a competi-
tive advantage for me in my consulting practice.

We automate software testing to gain speed. We
organize our distributed teams globally to maxi-
mize around-the-clock coverage and cost eff i-
c i e n c y. Both solutions fulfill legitimate objectives.
H o w e v e r, implementing them successfully while
keeping the risks contained with a high degree of
certainty proves to be an enormous challenge.
Regardless, development and testing teams are
asked to do more and to align testing effort with
the business objective. In that, we are asked to
deliver a holistic transformation that brings the
best out of test automation and distributed/global
resources. In this tutorial, we will discuss seven
specific steps that will deliver high and visible
return through a global test automation program:

* Assess testing strategy and needs
* Leverage automation technology to maximize

s p e e d
* Minimize costs and risks introduced by global

r e s o u r c e s
* Use the right mix of test automation technology

for the job
* Align testing with business process and devel-

opment practice
* Secure and develop competent resources
* Measure, analyze, and optimize for continuing

i m p r o v e m e n t
You will learn through technical and management
case studies and real-world examples. In a nut-
shell, this tutorial discusses the training for people
on both sides of the continents, automation tech-

nology and implementation, process, and align-
ment needs with business strategy.

Software still has bugs, lots of them, and even
though software testing is now recognized as
one way to help identify bugs, the testing is
seldom satisfactory for anyone involved in the
process. This tutorial provides fresh ideas and
techniques to help improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of software testing by combining
some of the best ideas from both inside and
outside the testing industry.

James Bach and Doug Hoffman have diff e r i n g
views on when testing should begin. Simply stat-
ed, James takes the stand that testing should
begin as soon as possible and Doug the view that
testing should be delayed until the software is
complete. The session is structured around their
disagreement, with each party presenting and
arguing their viewpoint.

After presenting and arguing their points, the dis-
cussion will be opened to attendees for questions
and comments. The facilitator (Jon Bach) will also
be pointing out some of the communication tech-
niques being used to express and elicit conflicting
viewpoints - as we'll be doing in all of the CAST
s e s s i o n s .

In this presentation, Andy Tinkham will discuss
lessons he has learned in teaching test-driven
development (TDD) to undergraduate and gradu-
ate students at Florida Tech. The presentation
looks at the differences between students at dif-
ferent levels (first-year undergraduates, third- and
fourth-year undergraduates, and graduate stu-
dents) and the differences that arise due to diff e r-
ences in course focus (introduction to program-
ming, unit testing, and a semester-long immersion
into a tool). Andy will then attempt to generalize
the lessons to situations more germane to practi-
tioners working in the field of software testing.

Testing software in context of domain-specific
systems presents interesting considerations for
testers.  One example is the NASDAQ, which in
reality is nothing more than computer software
running over a very large network.  An electronic
exchange is special in that there is no physical
space where high-strung traders are yelling, fran-
tically waving their arms, and giving hand signals
to each other from across the room, where thou-
sands of paper order tickets fall to the floor like
confetti, and where, after the closing bell is rung,
traders manage their stress at “Harry’s” over a
few 18-year old single malts.  Instead, an elec-
tronic exchange is comprised of software running
on distributed architected servers, high-speed
data feeds, GUIs, middleware, messaging
queues, and databases. The business is the tech-
nology; the technology is the business. 

This paper will present a background of the

Financial Services industry, describe diff e r e n t
aspects of its software, and discuss some of the
problems that face software testers in financial
f i r m s .

Test automation has become more and more
popular as the market demand for more complex
software, involving higher risks and using the
same or fewer resources in development, has
increased. However, testing automation is uninvit-
ing, as the success rate is so low. A number of
research papers discuss the problems faced in
the test automation process, such as the com-
plexity of automation, poor choice of tools, and
the effort spent to automate. This paper proposes
a test automation viability analysis method based
on a mathematical procedure which, in this
t e a m ’s experience, tends to increase the chances
of finding cost-effective test automation process-
es that achieve real or lasting benefits. 

E ffective testing is a vital component of every large
software development effort. The goal of such
testing is ensuring the maximum capability for the
end user, while delivering a product that still allows
for increased profit and minimized rework.
H o w e v e r, the size and complexity of such soft-
ware efforts often result in a system that is diff i c u l t
to test in a manner that is consistent with this goal.
Testing becomes an exercise in checking small
pieces of total functionality, often without the con-
text of the overall system capability.  The result is
sub-optimized testing that frustrates the cus-
tomers, as well as the development team. 

Operational Mission Thread Testing was devel-
oped to address this problem.  It has the benefit
of producing end user capability faster than tradi-
tional testing methods. The methodology has
benefited users fighting in battlefields where
speed of delivering capability is critical to human
life, as well as giving software developers market
edge over their nearest competitor.  This presen-
tation describes the application of this technique
to a specific large and complex system devel-
oped for the Department of Defense. 

Performance testing is, by definition, thought of
as a testing phase discipline. For enterprise class
organizations we advocate a dedicated perform-
ance assurance group, whose scope encom-
passes not only testing but all phases of the prod-
uct delivery lifecycle from requirements and
design through build, deploy and manage.

What is Performance Assurance? It is the integra-
tion of performance into all stages of the Product
Delivery Life Cycle: requirements, architecture,
design, modeling, build, testing and monitoring. It is
a combination of skills, process and tools

This paper presents an example of Rainbow Nets
being used to develop tests for a software tool
designed to simulate the movement of cattle.
Artifacts created for the design specification using
RNs are used to create software tests before,



during, and after the design implementation. T h e
Rainbow Net artifacts facilitate achieving maxi-
mum test coverage.  Creating tests before the
implementation begins allows for rapid verifica-
tion of the design specification itself and leads to
quickly understanding what and how the design
specifications should be implemented and tested.
This approach dictates an object oriented design.
Both the functions to be implemented and the
decisions that drive those functions can be parti-
tioned into various RN structures to promote max-
imum understanding of the design. Furthermore,
this approach facilitates incremental design. RN
structures can enable the designer or tester to
look at the problem/solution in a way that leads to
observations that would otherwise be lost. 

This paper describes a theoretical model for
defining test cases, known by its acronym
“ E P D AV”. It shows how the model was derived
and how it can be applied to any System Under
Test (SUT). Variations on this model are illustrat-
ed, with practical examples from Martin Ta y l o r’s
testing experience at Texas Instruments. T h e
paper also presents some of the challenges
selecting or building a Test Management System
(TMS) and an Automated Testing Framework
( ATF) that supports this model.

This paper describes a recent practical experi-
ence where JUnit was used for testing security
bugs in addition to functional bugs. Perl scripts
were also used during the exploration phase. T h e
application being tested was mature, but inse-
cure. By using a combination of JUnit and Perl
scripts it was possible to create effective and eff i-
cient automated test cases. A number of support-
ing tools made the work easier. 

Based on his experience of this work Julian Harty
suggests a similar approach may be fruitful for
testing security of other types of networked appli-
cations, including web-based and XML-based
s o f t w a r e .

The effectiveness of performance testing in terms
of the accuracy of load simulation is a common
topic of conversation and concern among those
that build or depend on web-based applications,
testing a Web-site in such a way as to reliably pre-
dict performance. However it is still often more of
an art than a science. 

Analysts, developers, testers, managers and
executives do not speak the same language.
They do not use the same tools or techniques to
describe software and no attempt to bridge this
gap to date has been widely accepted.  UML i s
too technical and obscure for many.  Use Case
documentation is often too wordy and lacking in
technical detail and flow.  A technique derived
from a white-board accident in 2001 has taken a
life of its own in bridging this communication diff i-
c u l t y, in more than a few household name corpo-
rations around the world, because it is intuitive,
simple, informative and exactly as formal as the
corporation needs it to be.  This paper describes
this technique, its evolution in industry and the
plans to continue evolving this technique in the
f u t u r e .

A System Performance Testing Study Guide for
Undergraduate Software Testing Students was
developed by Robert Sabourin and Ross Collard
based on the Commercial Case Study.  T h e
Commercial Case Study is used to support teach-
ing System Performance Testing to mid-level pro-
fessionals. The Commercial Case Study has
been used as a basis of several training programs
based on one- though three day tutorials.  T h e
study guide developed was used in teaching
System Performance Testing as part of the under-
graduate Software Engineering course “ECSE
429 – Software Validation” at McGill University.
This paper outlines the approach used to develop
the study guide, use of the study guide in a
semester-long undergraduate software validation
course and recommended changes which are
expected to be implemented in subsequent
undergraduate studies.  

You might be working on a virtual team with mem-
bers scattered through multiple countries, or you
might be managing outsourced resources in a dif-
ferent country. In Karen Johnson’s experience, it
has been several years since she has worked on
a project that did not include at least one of the fol-
lowing: 1) a virtual team with members located in
multiple countries, 2) contracted resources in a
d i fferent country, and 3) an employee for whom
English is a second language (known as ESL).
While Karen enjoyed the exposure to diff e r e n t
cultures and working in a global community, she
has inherited some new work challenges. A f t e r
reflecting, she has realized that most of these
new challenges can be grouped into three areas:
d i fferences in language, culture, and time. Her
paper and presentation include some insights
and guidance on handling these three chal-
lenges, both as a co-worker and as a manager.

This is a two-year case study of a small ISV's
response to a colossal shift in the way they did
business.  New products needed to be devel-
oped, using new technologies, using new
methodologies, under extremely tight schedules.
The staff doubled with the influx of contractors
and all the issues this can cause happened.  T h e
requirements management was lax. There was
no design documentation.  Schedules were
pressed with 100% allocation determining sched-
ules. Reliance on documented designs, clear and
accurate requirements, and lots of time to test
them were not in the cards. What could the QA
s t a ff do?  Rapid Software Testing with its empha-
sis on collaboration, interaction and reduced time
on documentation was a life saver.

This presentation will cover how the application of
the principles of Rapid Software Testing and the
Context-Driven School of software testing helped
the QA s t a ff succeed in this challenging environ-
m e n t .

Today, many people talk about test-driven
development (TDD) and there is some hype to

perform test-driven development in software
projects. In this situation, when many people
tell you to do TDD, it cannot be bad to ask the
question: what is really behind TDD?

In this paper Peter Zimmerer wants to share
his view of TDD’s advantages and disadvan-
tages and how the TDD concept can be
extended to all levels of testing. Based on
experiences gained from real-world projects
employing TDD, Peter will explain how to use
TDD practices that support preventive testing
throughout development and result in new
ways of cooperation between developers and
testers. This helps us to see new aspects of
test-driven development and to get a better
understanding how it fits into the big picture of
software testing and development.

This paper introduces a new framework called
the Personal Test Maturity Matrix (PTMM), the
purpose of which is to provide career guidance
for software test practitioners.  The PTMM is a
new idea, and, as such, has not yet been test-
ed in practice; the purpose of this paper is to
gain feedback on the idea.

The main concept behind the PTMM is that
testers, especially those new to the discipline,
could benefit from using a framework that
describes the different roles that software
testers perform and the skills required to do
this.  The PTMM thus comprises roles and
skills, which are categorized into four areas:
test skills, IT skills, soft skills and domain
knowledge.  The idea is that an individual
tester could identify their own specific skill-
space, which describes their capabilities in
these four areas, and then use the PTMM to
provide them with suggestions on which skills
they might wish to acquire next. Job satisfac-
tion and motivation is also explored.

The All-Pairs testing technique generates test
cases where every value of every variable is
paired with every other variable value.
Although the previous sentence sounds con-
fusing at first, it becomes easy to understand
with a working example, as explained in this
presentation.

In this presentation, David Gilbert will present
his ideas on documentation and results pres-
entation for exploratory and manual testing.
The presentation is supported by David’s
eight years of experience as a consultant in
the industry, primarily in support of automat-
ed testing. It looks at the differences in
results presentation between manual testing
and automated testing, and the different per-
ceptions those presentations create as
relates to quality and value being derived
from either process.  David proposes a shift
in  results presentation from the current stan-
dard to  one closer to  automation, to improve
the perception of the value of exploratory and
manual testing, especial ly to those outside
the test team, and to help these processes
gain wider acceptance as value added
methodologies. 



Pictures of Indianapolis are courtesy of the Indianapolis
Convention & Visitors Association. Please visit: www.indy.org

The Crowne Plaza at historic Union Station is
housed within "America's first union station" and list-
ed in the National Register of Historic Places. T h i s
Romanesque Revival-style hotel features 273 truly
unique and spacious guest rooms, Pullman's
Restaurant and Lounge and superb conference
facilities. 
Located in the heart of downtown Indianapolis, the
Crowne Plaza is adjacent to the Indiana Convention
Center and RCA Dome (home of the Indianapolis
Colts). The Crowne Plaza is just moments away
from everything including Conseco Fieldhouse
(home of the Indianapolis Pacers), Circle Centre
Mall, The Indianapolis Zoo & White River Gardens,
Victory Field (home of the Indianapolis Indians), the
N C A A Hall of Champions, and its minutes from a
vast array of eateries, nightclubs, art venues & other
a t t r a c t i o n s .
The Crowne Plaza Hotel is at:  
123 W. Louisiana St., Indianapolis, IN 46225

Hotel Reservations: 1-877-227-6963) 
See http://www.ichotelsgroup.com/h/d/cp/1/
en/hd/inddt,  for more hotel info & directions.

The Crowne Plaza Hotel  CAST conference rate
is $129.00 per n ight. Cal l 1-877-227-6963 to
make your  booking. Use the group code “SFT”
get the conference rate via the We b - s i t e .

The airport is located 7 miles (11 km) from
Indianapolis at: 

2500 S. High School Road, Suite 10
Indianapolis, IN 46241
(317) 487-9594  
http://www.indianapolisairport.com/

Taxi from the airport to the hotel (about $25 one way)
or a shuttle ride (about $11 per person one way).
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Many organizations are choosing to adopt developer
testing to produce better quality software and more main-
tainable applications. However, implementing developer
testing can be challenging for organizations with large
legacy applications that have no associated unit tests.
Yet, with the right process and tools, organizations CAN
test entire legacy applications, developed over several
years, to build quality and confidence in their software.

As an implementation consultant at Agitar Software,
Vandana Shah has spent several years consulting with
customers who are adopting unit testing for both legacy
code and new applications. Based on her experience,
this presentation will highlight the key steps and tools
that enable a successful transition to incorporating devel-
oper testing practices on legacy code. The presentation
describes the transformation of a largely waterfall-based
development strategy into an agile, test-driven practice.

Vendor exhibit space
Testing competition sponsored by Satisfice

The Association for Software Testing is a nonprofit
professional service organization dedicated to
advancing the understanding and practice of soft-
ware testing. The A S T serves a community of
scholars, students, and software development
practitioners by providing forums for discussion of
all aspects of software testing through confer-
ences, publications, web sites, and other services.

Encourage, facilitate, and coordinate part-
nerships between testing practitioners and
testing researchers.

Publish the web-based AST Journal con-
taining leading-edge articles on testing
practice and theory.

Host an annual AST Conference to bring
together developers, testers, and
researchers in an exchange of testing
practices, theories, and techniques.
Support the teaching of software testing
by encouraging projects to develop and
publish resources that assist classroom
presentation, grading, and self-study.

Registration is now open for CAST 2006. Prices are based on membership. 

Register online at: http://www. a s s o c i a t i o n f o r s o f t w a r e t e s t i n g . o r g / c o n f e r e n c e / r e g i s t r a t i o n . h t m l

The primary mission of CAST 2006 is to help build an
active community of software testing scholars, practi-
tioners, and learners, and influence the software-test-
ing practice through discussions among members of
this community.

http://www
http://www

